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Letter from Secretary General

Most Distinguished Attendances and Respectable Advisors,
My name is Ediz Can Kaya. I am a tenth-grade student at Vizyon College and I have the 
topmost honor of serving as the Secretary-General of the second annual session of Vizyon 
College Model United Nations which will be held between 11-13 May 2021. As a Secretariat 
and staff, we value diplomacy and do our best to create a productive and positive 
experience for all delegates and advisors.

We  are  gathering  in  5  different  committees:  Legal,  Futuristic  United  Nations  Security

Council  (Futuristic  UNSC),  World  Health  Organization  (WHO),  Turkish  Joint  Crisis

Committee, Joint Crisis Committee

As a young generation, today we have the chance to change the graceful world bringing 
accomplishment and security to each individual. Every day, we get a chance to do 
something different, to change the world! For a few months, both academic and organization
teams of VIZMUN 2021 have been working on this assembly by giving an effort to provide 
all attendants with an unforgettable and delighted experience of Model United Nations. 
According to our belief, we and delegates will contribute to relations, World awareness, and 
policy along with the conference.

Do not hesitate in contacting us should you encounter any doubts along the way at

secretary-general@vizmun.com

Best of luck on the path ahead!

Warm Regards,

Ediz Can Kaya

Secretary-General of VIZMUN 2021



Letter from Under-Secretary General

Esteemed delegates, I salute all of you with a great honor. Initially, welcome to VIZMUN’21. 
I am Deniz Nur Berk and I will be serving as Under Secretary General of Futuristic UNSC 
during the conference. Our committee is a futuristic committee, which one is based on future
scenarios. Although the events in the study guide are inspired from real world crises, they 
are created by the Under Secretary General and Academic Assistant. It’s an alternative 
future scenario and the conflicts haven't been resolved yet. As the delegates of this 
committee, you have to comprehend your country's policy and solve the problems. Also 
comprehending the United Nations Security Council’s authority, system and position is 
crucial. End of the conference, you need to write a communique in order to solve conflicts 
stated in the study guide. For the crises which one will happen during the committee, you 
have to write committee directives. You may write joint directives except committee 
directives but top secret directives are out of order.

Since our committee is a Futuristic one, you have to read the study guide carefully. All 

the information you need is in the study guide.

If you have questions don’t hesitate to contact me.

Deniz Nur Berk- Under Secretary General of F-

UNSC dnthorhild@gmail.com

Yağız Tekdemir- Academic Assistant of F-

UNSC yagizodtu@gmail.com

mailto:dnthorhild@gmail.com
mailto:yagizodtu@gmail.com


INTRODUCTION TO THE COMMITTEE

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the six principal organs of the United 
Nations (UN), charged with ensuring international peace and security, recommending the 
admission of new UN members to the General Assembly,and approving any changes to the
UN Charter. Its powers include establishing peacekeeping operations, enacting 
international sanctions, and authorizing military action. The UNSC is the only UN body with 
the authority to issue binding resolutions on member states.

Like the UN as a whole, the Security Council was created after World War II to address the 

failings of the League of Nations in maintaining world peace. It held its first session on 17 

January 1946, and in the ensuing decades was largely paralyzed by the Cold War between the 

United States and the Soviet Union and their respective allies. Nevertheless, it authorized 

military interventions in the Korean War and the Congo Crisis and peacekeeping missions in the 

Suez Crisis, Cyprus, and West New Guinea. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, UN 

peacekeeping efforts increased dramatically in scale, with the Security Council authorizing major 

military and peacekeeping missions in Kuwait, Namibia, Cambodia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

The Security Council consists of fifteen members, of which five are permanent:China, 
France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. These were the 
great powers, or their successor states, that were the victors of World War II. Permanent 
members can veto any substantive resolution, including those on the admission of new 
member states to the United Nations or nominees for the office of Secretary-General. 
The remaining ten members are elected on a regional basis to serve a term of two years.
The body's presidency rotates monthly among its members.

Resolutions of the Security Council are typically enforced by UN peacekeepers, military 
forces voluntarily provided by member states and funded independently of the main UN 
budget. As of March 2019, there are thirteen peacekeeping missions with over 81,000 
personnel from 121 countries, with a total budget of nearly $6.7 billion The Security Council 
is the United Nations' most powerful body, with "primary responsibility for the maintenance 
of international peace and security." Five powerful countries sit as "permanent members" 
along with ten elected members with two-year terms. Since 1990, the Council has 
dramatically increased its activity and it now meets in nearly continuous session. It 
dispatches military operations, imposes sanctions, mandates arms inspections, deploys 
election monitors and more.

This site presents a useful Introductory Article as well as a wide range of other information.
There is material on Membership of the Security Council, including a list of current and 
former Council members, information on Council presidencies and sanctions committees, 
and information about the often controversial process of Membership Elections. We also 
present Tables and Charts on the Security Council, including the frequency of its 
meetings, number of resolutions, etc.

The Security Council is part parliament, part secret diplomatic conclave. It follows a Program

of Work set out each month by its rotating President. We present information on the different

types of meetings of the Council, including a section on Informal Consultations where the



Council conducts most of its business behind closed doors. GPF has also collected 

information on Council field missions which go to crisis regions and panels of experts 

that provide some of the UN's most explosive and revealing reports.

We post materials on many of the major crises addressed by the Security Council, including 
alternative interpretations of what is happening. You will find such information on the Index 
of Countries on the Security Council Agenda: Afghanistan, Angola, Burma/Myanmar, 
Burundi, Republic of Chad and Central African Republic, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
East Timor, Ethiopia/Eritrea, Haiti, India/Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Israel/Palestine, Ivory Coast, 
Kosovo, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, North Korea, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, 
Sudan/Darfur, Uganda and Western Sahara. We also have a section monitoring events 
across the globe that are not officially on the Security Council agenda, but are of interest to 
Member States, including Yemen. To resolve international conflicts, the Security Council 
sometimes imposes sanctions. GPF considers the debate on Sanctions and includes 
proposals on ways to make sanctions more effective, better "targeted," and more humane 
and lawful. The Council also frequently deploys Peacekeeping missions that bring soldiers 
and police directly into conflict zones. Peacekeeping is the UN's largest and most expensive 
activity and it can also be controversial, especially when "robust" operations apply lethal 
force. GPF looks at Peacekeeping Data, including the number of peacekeepers, the country 
of origin and the cost of these operations. We look at the lessons from past UN 
peacekeeping experiences as well as current operations. We also look at Peacekeeping 
Reform and consider the role and future of peacekeeping operations.

Wars and civil strife often reveal The Dark Side of Natural Resources. GPF provides 
information on the role of natural resources in fueling conflict, including specific information 
on Oil, Water, Diamonds, Timber and Minerals. We also consider the role of Small Arms and
Light Weapons in conflict, as well as UN efforts to block small arms flows.
Though many states favor Security Council Reform, there are sharply conflicting views on 
how reform - particularly membership reform - should be carried out. A handful of states 
aspire to "permanent" status for themselves, while many other countries reject such 
claims. This section assembles information about other reform issues, including 
transparency and Working Methods. GPF has published a brief but comprehensive text, 
signaling the main reform issues and arguing for regional representation as the best 
means for a truly Democratic Reform.

One of the key reform issues is The Veto. The five permanent members gave themselves 
this right when the UN was set up in 1945 and have clung to it ever since. More than sixty 
years later, debate on the veto continues. At issue is not just the exercise of the veto, which 
is rare, but the "Hidden Veto" which is used constantly by permanent members as a threat 
to get their way. GPF follows the issue, and provides Tables and Charts on the Veto, 
including a comprehensive list of all the vetoes cast and the subjects vetoed in the Security 
Council since 1945.

In 1997, Security Council members began an active dialogue with Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs). GPF provides information on the NGO Working Group on the 

Security Council and explores the relationship between NGOs and the Security Council.



The UN Website on the Council offers much valuable material, including the texts of all 
resolutions and the transcripts of public meetings and a lot more. The site offers Resolutions
and Documents, Press Statements and monthly Reports of the Security Council presidents, 
as well as the Repertoire of the practices of the Security Council, including the Provisional 
Rules of Procedure (after more than sixty years in operation, the Council's rules are still only 
"provisional.")

Another very valuable source on Council matters is Security Council Report,  an independent

think tank. SCR issues monthly reports that anticipate the Council's program of work; it  also

publishes many excellent special publications about country crises and thematic issues.

The Council is a fascinating but often frustrating institution. Thanks to increased monitoring 

by NGOs and the media, citizens know more today about the Council's work than in the 

past, but the Council still falls far short on accountability, fairness and effective action.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF UNSC

In the century prior to the UN's creation, several international treaty organizations 
and conferences had been formed to regulate conflicts between nations, such as the 
International Committee of the Red Cross and the Hague Conventions of 1899 and
1907.Following the catastrophic loss of life in World War I, the Paris Peace Conference 
established the League of Nations to maintain harmony between the nations. This 
organization successfully resolved some territorial disputes and created international 
structures for areas such as postal mail, aviation, and opium control, some of which would 
later be absorbed into the UN. However, the League lacked representation for colonial 
peoples (then half the world's population) and significant participation from several major 
powers, including the US, USSR, Germany, and Japan; it failed to act against the 1931 
Japanese invasion of Manchuria, the Second Italo-Ethiopian War in 1935, the 1937 
Japanese occupation of China, and Nazi expansions under Adolf Hitler that escalated into 
World War II.On New Year's Day 1942, President Roosevelt, Prime Minister Churchill, 
Maxim Litvinov, of the USSR, and T. V. Soong, of China, signed a short document, based 
on the Atlantic Charter and the London Declaration,which later came to be known as the 
United Nations Declaration. The next day the representatives of twenty-two other nations 
added their signatures." The term United Nations was first officially used when 26 
governments signed this Declaration. By 1 March 1945, 21 additional states had signed. 
"Four Powers" was coined to refer to the four major Allied countries: the United States, the 
United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, and China. and became the foundation of an executive 
branch of the United Nations, the Security Council.

Following the 1943 Moscow Conference and Tehran Conference, in mid-1944, the delegations 

from the Allied "Big Four", the Soviet Union, the UK, the US and China, met for the Dumbarton 

Oaks Conference in Washington, D.C. to negotiate the UN's structure, and the composition of 

the UN Security Council quickly became the dominant issue. France, the Republic of China, the 

Soviet Union, the UK, and US were selected as permanent members of the Security Council; the

US attempted to add Brazil as a sixth member but was opposed by the heads of the Soviet and 

British delegations. The most contentious issue at Dumbarton and in successive talks proved to 

be the veto rights of permanent members. The Soviet



delegation argued that each nation should have an absolute veto that could block matters 
from even being discussed, while the British argued that nations should not be able to 
veto resolutions on disputes to which they were a party. At the Yalta Conference of 
February 1945, the American, British, and Russian delegations agreed that each of the 
"Big Five" could veto any action by the council, but not procedural resolutions, meaning 
that the permanent members could not prevent debate on a resolution.

On 25 April 1945, the UN Conference on International Organization began in San Francisco,
attended by 50 governments and a number of non-governmental organizations involved in 
drafting the United Nations Charter At the conference, H. V. Evatt of the Australian 
delegation pushed to further restrict the veto power of Security Council permanent 
members. Due to the fear that rejecting the strong veto would cause the conference's 
failure, his proposal was defeated twenty votes to ten.

The UN officially came into existence on 24 October 1945 upon ratification of the Charter 
by the five then-permanent members of the Security Council and by a majority of the other 
46 signatories. On 17 January 1946, the Security Council met for the first time at Church 
House, Westminster, in London, United Kingdom.



VETO POWER

Under Article 27 of the UN Charter, Security Council decisions on all substantive matters 
require the affirmative votes of three-fifths (i.e. nine) of the members. A negative vote or 
"veto" by a permanent member prevents adoption of a proposal, even if it has received 
the required votes. Abstention is not regarded as a veto in most cases, though all five 
permanent members must actively concur to amend the UN Charter or to recommend the 
admission of a new UN member state.Procedural matters are not subject to a veto, so the
veto cannot be used to avoid discussion of an issue. The same holds for certain decisions
that directly regard permanent members. A majority of vetoes are used not in critical 
international security situations, but for purposes such as blocking a candidate for 
Secretary-General or the admission of a member state.

In the negotiations building up to the creation of the UN, the veto power was resented by 
many small countries, and in fact was forced on them by the veto nations—United States, 
United Kingdom, China, France and Soviet Union—through a threat that without the veto 
there will be no UN. Here is a description by Francis O. Wilcox, an adviser to U.S. 
delegation to the 1945 conference:

"At San Francisco, the issue was made crystal clear by the leaders of the Big Five: it was 
either the Charter with the veto or no Charter at all. Senator Connally (from the U.S. 
delegation) dramatically tore up a copy of the Charter during one of his speeches and 
reminded the small states that they would be guilty of that same act if they opposed the 
unanimity principle. 'You may, if you wish,' he said, 'go home from this Conference and say
that you have defeated the veto. But what will be your answer when you are asked: 
"Where is the Charter?’’

As of 2012, 269 vetoes had been cast since the Security Council's inception. In this period, 
China used the veto 9 times, France 18, the Soviet Union or Russia 128, the United 
Kingdom 32, and the United States 89. Roughly two-thirds of Soviet and Russian combined
vetoes were in the first ten years of the Security Council's existence. Between 1996 and 
2012, the United States vetoed 13 resolutions, Russia 7, and China 5, while France and 
the United Kingdom did not use the veto.

An early veto by Soviet Commissar Andrei Vishinsky blocked a resolution on the withdrawal 
of French forces from the then-colonies of Syria and Lebanon in February 1946; this veto 
established the precedent that permanent members could use the veto on matters outside of
immediate concerns of war and peace. The Soviet Union went on to veto matters including 
the admission of Austria, Cambodia, Ceylon, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Laos, Libya, 
Portugal, South Vietnam, and Transjordan as UN member states, delaying their joining by 
several years. The United Kingdom and France used the veto to avoid Security Council 
condemnation of their actions in the 1956 Suez Crisis. The first veto by the United States 
came in 1970, blocking General Assembly action in Southern Rhodesia. From 1985 to 1990,
the U.S. vetoed 27 resolutions, primarily to block resolutions perceived as anti-Israel but also
to protect its interests in Panama and Korea. The Soviet Union, the United States, and 
China have all vetoed candidates for Secretary-General, with the U.S. using the veto to 
block the re-election of Boutros Boutros-Ghali in 1996.



TIMELINE

2021-2023

COVID-19 Pandemic raised in the summer of 2021 due to a new version of the virus. 
This new version of the virus had a lot of new symptoms and impacts on people's health.
New symptoms were Nausea, dizziness, hallucination, temporary blindness and hemiplegia.
Past symptoms like cough,shortness of breath, back pain, taste and sensory loss, weakness
still exist but they became rare.
New version of the virus became more infectious and fatal. The new version of virus 
defined as COVID-20 and it had the potential to kill six of ten people. World population 
started to diminish abruptly, because of that WHO gave red alarm. All flights and 
international organizations were cancelled.

During the 'new' quarantine process, all countries took actions to protect their citizens. 
Finland created a new system to create a safe environment for their population. Finland 
government split into requirements in a code system. People could only leave their homes 
for RED CODE requirements, for the others -YELLOW CODE, BLUE CODE AND GREEN 
CODE- authorized individuals or teams assigned by government fulfilled the requirements 
by contacting the person who sent the code. It was only a few months to sit this system 
because of their low population and also they have infrastructures for this system.
RED CODES for URGENT health situations, or 
disasters YELLOW CODES for non-urgent health issues
BLUE CODE for primary needs such as food, water etc.
GREEN CODE for those out of the priority needs. With this system, Finnish government
significantly reduced cases. Also the government subsidized people who can not work 
because of the pandemic. Austria, Sweden and Norway used the same system and 
they managed the pandemic process with great success as well.
But a large number of countries did not have this option owing to their high population 

and lack of substructure.

President of European Union Council, Ursula von der Leyen published a guide for 
pandemic management with health experts. Doctors from France criticized Leyen’s guide 
and they published a new press release titled as ‘’We don’t need guidance, we need 
support.’’ it caused a political crisis. between France and the EU Council. But reactions 
didn’t stop with that, health activists from Spain, Latvia and Netherlands started a social 
media protest, protests and reactions started to increase and the case reflected in the world
press. Political conflicts changed the balances among the European Council member 
states. A private online meeting planned by EU Council countries, after the meeting Ursula 
von der Leyen resigned abruptly. She published a tweet about her resignation. ‘’There is no 
pressure or force behind my resignation From past to today, I have maintained my job 
successfully but owing to health issues I decided to quit my job.’’ After her resignation, she 
kept her job as secretary of defence in Germany. With a second emergency meeting, the 
President of the EU Council changed by voting as Charles Michel.



During this duration of time, in Africa poverty, diseases, lack of water and pandemic 
situation became worse. Millions of African people died because of COVID-20 and the world
media wasn't interested in it since rapporteurs, journalists, researchers couldn’t go to these 
countries owing to COVID-20 Pandemic. African countries couldn’t afford payment of 
vaccines, because of that %95 of African populations couldn't be vaccinated. It caused a lot 
of deaths, including children.
In China, Chinese physician and politician who has served as the inaugural minister in charge 

of the National Health Commission Ma Xiaowei created a new vaccination policy for China. It 
worked successfully and COVID-20 cases in China were reduced. With this update, the Health 

Commission of China created a new commission from health experts all around the world 
and established high- qualified vaccine laboratories in order to produce a new vaccine for 
COVID-20.

Economic collapse appeared all around the world and unemployment hit a peak. According
to a report of ECOSOC, in Japan 28%, in Iran 42%, in Italy 33% of small businesses was 
bankrupt. A report from Canada showed that committing suicide rates was increased. 
(from %10 to %15) and also big local companies in these countries affected by the 
pandemic. In Iran 27 factories were bankrupt. Iranian media tried to cover the bankruptcy 
of factories but opponent journalists evinced the case. After this process, journalists got 
arrested. After arrestment of journalists, Iran's Minister of Economy made an explanation 
on the Iran International channel.
‘’Salamun alaikum to all of my citizens, you all must have heard of some groundless news. 

As a citizen of this great country of Iran I am ashamed by these allegations against my 
country’s honest government. As your humble minister and religion brother I would like you 
to know that these allegations are all lie and the journalists who came up with these 
allegations are all traitors and terrorists’’ These so-called journalists traited to their people, 
their brothers and sisters and their vanquisher government by spreading lies that created by
foreign countries. Don’t forget that all countries on this planet are jealous of us. These lies 
are created to make you feel anxious and stressed. My people, my beloved citizens, don't 
get played on by these lies be sturdy as our ancestors. Allah will help us.’’ and citizens get 
offended by the explanation and thousands of people from Iran hit the streets for protests. 
In a pandemic duration, it had really hazardous effects. In Iran covid-20 cases raised by 
16% after the protests due to increase in cases. The health system of Iran got a major strike
that led to an increase of deaths by covid-20. deaths caused by covid-20 iare increased 
34% after the protests.

In the United Kingdom, health workers got a new payment for the pandemic and WHO 

appreciated this action on twitter. On the other hand, small business owners and artists (theatre 

actors, actresses, musicians etc.) criticized the United Kingdom Government on twitter. 1 month

after, Queen Elizabeth published a YouTube video. In the video she said ‘’Honourable people of

Great Britain and Northerland Ireland. As your Queen, I know how you feel and the challenges 

you are struggling with. But as all of you know that,in our glorious history, our mighty ancestors 

were plagued with enemies and difficulties. Just stand and believe in yourself, believe in your 

country. Vivid days are near, do not forget your history. The United Kingdom never loses.’’. This

video had a great impact over most of the United Kingdom but an opposition that couldn’t be 

underestimated was formed. Opposition was mostly formed by the people who do not believe in

pandemic viruses and the people who were getting affected most by the restrictions. The 

Government of the United Kingdom



released some educational videos about modern medicine and pandemics but it wasn't 
convincing the first group mentioned earlier. The Queen of the United Kingdom wrote a top 
secret letter to the Pope in order to make the Pope give a speech about “viruses and how 
they are real” to convince the more religious group that doesn't believe in the pandemic. 
Pope delivered a speech in his native languages Italian and Spanish also in churches 
official language, Latin, English. The speech was long but detailed. This speech convinced a
lot of people around the globe including the group queen targeted. After a few months, the 
Government passed another emergency act to help the people affected by the Pandemic. 
After these moves most of the United Kingdom calmed.

In the United Kingdom Pandemic was near getting out of control at that point. But statistics 
show that the United Kingdom is at the top of the wave crest. Statistics also show that a 
decline in covid-20 by 9% will occur by the end of month. The United Kingdom's Ministry of
Health appointed a commission under the ministry of Health to prepare for the next wave 
of pandemic. This commision started its job immediately.

The United States situation is worse compared to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland. United States Health Authorities predict a new wave to start in 3 months. 
The United States is experiencing a trough but Health systems in most states are not 
recovered for a new wave. Most health Authorities are worried that the upcoming peak will 
destroy the Health System of the United States. On the other hand, the federal 
government and state governments are taking serious restrictions to pass this peak with 
minimum damage. But this is leading to civil unrest throughout the country since 
measurements that are taken now are already hard on people.

The Federation of Russia’s situation is similar to the United Kingdom’s. In Russia the current
wave started 2 months ago and it will peak in 30-45 days. Russia's measurements are not 
very tight compared to other nations of the world. Health authorities in Russia are calling for 
restrictions. However, the Cabinet of President Putin is not taking any major restrictions 
even though all research and predictions shows that the peak of this current wave will nearly
destroy the Health System of russia and speed up the next wave if Cabinet doesn't take any 
immediate action. Russian people is angry to governments lack of response but since the 
oppression of Putin prisoned everyone who stated their opinions on response of government
to Pandemic.

In the Federal Republic of Germany the situation is moderately better than it is in the other 
countries. Germany is handling the crisis very accurately and the Government is acting 
fast even though it helps the health system people of Germany are not happy about the 
immediate actions taken by the government since they create uncertainties about what to 
do. Germany tackled the peak of the current wave 1 week ago since then cases started to 
decrease rapidly. Health Authorities in Germany support the government's policy and they 
are helping the government to implement the measurements. People of Germany may be 
unhappy about the government policy but they are following restrictions greatly in 
comparison to other nations.
Social life stopped exactly in every place in the world, common anxiety disorder cases 

increased. A huge online survey sent to member states by WHO showed that 78% of 

citizens were struggling with anxiety, depression, OCB, eating disorders and suicidal 

thoughts. %92 of people stated that it is directly linked to pandemic. 61% of them



emphasized that they lost their jobs, and they had economical difficulties. After this 
survey, Israel, France, Japan and Germany provided free online therapy opportunities for 
their citizens. Also, Russia, Turkey and Saudi Arabia enlarged economic payment of 
benefits to small business owners and people who lost their jobs.

Until the end of 2022 one-third of the African population died because of COVID-20 
Pandemic.In African countries, people didn’t have access to vaccines, masks and hygiene 
products, because of that virus spreaded faster. Also in these countries,hospitals were 
insufficient and people generally used alternative medicine to cure illness but it did not 
work and it brought about with deaths. In this term, the current vaccines lost their 
effectiveness due to new mutation occurred in COVID-20.
On November 12,2022 China’s Minister of Health Ma Xiaowei declared a breaking new in 
China’s National TV. He said that ‘’Great people of People's Republic of China, as a 
chinese citizen I am very proud to be a citizen of this glorious and successful country. As 
Minister of Health of this great country I want to thank our brave healthcare professionals 
and the doctors who were working on vaccines for their efforts. They worked very hard for a
long time. I am honoured to announce that our vaccine studies came to an end. Our great 
nation once again beated the world in another race. Our vaccine has passed phase 3. We 
runned our vaccine studies in secret to avoid the defamations and lies of western media. By
avoiding the lies and allegations against our studies we gained more time and focused on 
our studies rather than clearing out false allegations. While thanking our brave doctors I 
also want to thank to Russian Ministry of Health for their valuable contributions to our 
vaccine studies. As a doctor myself I am very impressed by the power and properties of our 
vaccine. An individual needs only one dose of vaccine to be fully protected from viruses. All 
the details of this vaccine will be published in the following hours. We know that there will be
countries which will doubt our vaccine which will try to denigrate our vaccine but Im sure 
that they will be the first in line for the vaccine when we start to export it. Now you may be 
asking when we will export our vaccine? We will run a vaccination program nationwide to 
protect every citizen of the People's Republic of China because every single brother or 
sister of mine matters. When the vaccination program is done we will start to export our 
vaccine to other nations around the globe. Long live People’s republic of China!”

Around the globe the press was surprised by this news. Mostly the reaction that the press
gave was positive and people gained their hope again but some journalists wrote about their
doubts. Especially the article written by J. Arthur Mcleigh was sensational. McLeigh said
“...Chinese Government is known for their shady work as a proud American citizen. I won’t
have their so-called vaccine. I don’t believe a single word Chinese government says…”.
China started its vaccination program on November 28, 2020. China Started vaccination with

Healthcare providers then proceeded with communist party members and elderly people
then working clas then vaccinated all the leftover citizens. China finished this program on
February 12 of 2021. Chinese Ministry of Health waitlist for vaccine on January 23 2021.
United Kingdom became the first country to be added to the waitlist. First delivery was made
on February 15 2021 to Russian Federation. China delivered 86.65 milion dose of vaccine to
Russia even though the United Kingdom was on the first place on Waitlist. The United
Kingdom and other nations perceived this as a favour to Russia as a thank you for helping
with vaccine research. Chinese government released a press release stating that all the
speculations are lies they delivered to Russia first because it was closer. On March 7 2021
delivery successfully came to an end. Chinese Ministry of Health started to deliver vaccines



to other nations on the waitlist. On March 12 Italian Government released a Press release

condemning the high price of vaccine but they didn't drawed Italy from the waitlist. Italy 

started to receive their share of vaccines on April 1st 2021.

Chinese Government and many african nations sit around the table and came up with an 
agreement. Agreement stated “...China will deploy each signatory state with vaccine to 
vaccinate 80% of their people before march of 2023.Vaccination programs of every 
signatory state will be planned by Chinese Ministry of Health and program will be controlled 
daily by delegates sent to signatory states by Chinese Ministry of Health…” Whole 
agreement never published to public only parts of it published. Media came up with the an 
idea, Top secret parts were secret because african nations agreed to lease their 
underground sources to China for 150 years. At first glance it considered as speculations 
crested by Government of United Kingdom as a revenge for the Waitlist Crisis. Following 
months this idea got stronger by the actions signatory states took. Chinese companies won 
98% of every bid on underground sources of signatory states.

By November 29 2023 80% of the world population officially vaccinated meanwhile cases 

per day dropped rapidly. The World Health Organization declared that this pandemic is 

over on December 18 2023.



2023-2026

China started to give credits to African Countries especially to Libya, Sierra Leone, Nigeria 
Uganda, Cameroon and Ethiopia. It was a strategic move to purchase these countries' 
underground resources with low payment. China unofficially started to subsidize these 
areas for resources.

BBC News published an article named “Spain the new rising Star of Europe” on 2024

Spain The New Rising Star Of Europe

Spain has become the new rising star of Europe with its greatly planned and conducted 

strategies. Spain’s employer policy started to give its fruits; Spain’s unemployment rate 

has decreased 8% since the announcement of the WHO on Pandemic…

Spanish and German relations also seemed great for the past year. Both countries seemed to be
following a similar path on international relations. There are rumours of an agreement on 
economic planning for the next 5 years signed between Spain and Germany. Even though 
Spanish or German Governments never mentioned or acknowledged such an agreement but 
speed of the Spanish economic growth strengthened these allegations… In Canadian National 
Elections held on October 16 2023 Bloc Québécois won 74 seats in parliament. This news 
surprised every canadian citizen but people associated this surprise with the Quebecian terrorist 
attacks that happened in the last 3 years. Politicians believe this is happening because of the 
quebecian intimidation policy. Quebecers wanted their independence for a long time and they 
showed what they would do to gain their independence via terrorist attacks. Canadian people 
voted Bloc Québécois to make them stop and give Quebec their independence. On October 28 
2023 Bloc Québécois and Liberal Party of Canada formed a coalition government. On December
19 2023 Bloc Québécois submitted an act envisioning declaring Quebec an independent country
to the Parliament. Discussions started that day about this act proposal. On January 1 of 2024 
President Trudeu signed an presidentery act declaring that french is no longer the official 
language of Canada. The Presidentery Act Right of President was given by parliament to the 
President during the Pandemic for faster decision making. It's never revoked by the parliament. 
This news speed up and flared up discussions. On February 12 2024 parties concluded on 
passing the act. President Trudeau declared his resignation on following hours. Act envisioned 
an 3 year preparation period for both parties to the Independent State of Quebec. People of 
Quebec may be happy about this act but other Canadians, especially French Canadians who 
aren't from Quebec were angry about this act and hit the streets for a united Canada. French 
people also reacted on social media, they shared their protest moves on twitter. French people 
in Canada felt that they are alienated by the government and separated. One week later, 
protests became bigger and it make ground in the world media.

A few days later, France's Minister of Culture Roselyne Bachelot gave an interview to BBC 

France. She stated that "We don't think that it's an intimidation to France, it can not be. But we 

highly encourage our citizens who live there to come back. Because they will never be treated 

like that in their homeland. We will always welcome our citizens." This explanation had 

repercussions all around the world. Canada's Minister of Foreign Affairs Marc Gerneau shared 

a short video on twitter. "People who live in Canada, they are all our citizens. Their



nations don't matter. If you gain for this land you are part of us. It doesn't about the nation, 
it's about the heart." he said in the video. After this conflict between Canada and France, 
8000 French who live in Canada came back to France and 3460 French Canadian 
cancelled their citizenships in Canada.

Current Map of Former Canadian Provinces

Red: Canda
Blue: Quebec

Meanwhile at Saudi Arabia Prince Muhammed Bin Selman has become the king with tragic 
and suspicious death of King Selman bin Abdulaziz el-suud. One of the first actions taken 
by the new king was the establishment of Saudi Arabian Space Program (SASP). King 
Muhammed bin Selman announced the Space Program at a Mosque opening and wished 
best for this program on March 26 2025. Later that month Turkey, Canada, United States 
sent advisory delegations to Saudi Arabia to check the progress. King Muhammed bin 
Selman thanked Turkish, Canadian and American presidents for their help and contributions
by sending them personal letters.



On April 26 2026 a tsunami hit the coast of Chubu Province. 13 Japanese citizens lost 
their lives. Economic loss of the tsunami was very little compared to tsunamis' size. Total 
of 10000$ was lost. Turkey sent Aid Planes and Red Crescent helicopters to help search 
and rescue operations. Japanese President wrote a letter thanking to Turkish President for
their help.
On November 2 2025 Israili President and American President had a meeting at Tel 
Aviv, Israel. The topic of this meeting was kept secret. Russian Minister of International 
Affairs criticized both parties for keeping it top secret. None of the parties answered 
these criticisms.

China  continued  to  make  investments  to  African  Countries  during  this  time  period.

China gave 17 credits to African countries in this period. 16 of them having long-term

payment plans and one of them being a grant.



2026-2030

On january 13 2026 China and Central Asian Countries signed a trade pact envisioning 
increasing the trade rate between parties. Pact includes 3, 5 and 7 year development 
plans for Central Asian Countries. Signatories of this pact are Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan. The pact aimed to fill Central Asian Countries trade 
capacity with Chinese Companies. Pact removed customs duty between signatories. This 
act of China is viewed as modern-day colonisation media. Later that year many countries 
went through a raw material crisis. Many countries depended on Central Asian Countries 
raw material imports. Turkey and Iran were some of those countries that went through a 
crisis. On 16 April 2025 China, Turkey and Iran signed a treaty. That treaty aimed trade 
between China, Turkey and Iran. This pact increased the trade between parties 56%.

On March 14 2026 Austria and Germany signed an agreement .This agreement 
envisioned Germany preparing a 5 year development plan for Austria. This development 
plan was put into action in the upcoming financial year. Media viewed this as the 2nd 
Anschuluss but European Union Financial Commission commented that “That was a very 
needed action to be taken.”.

On February 17 2027 Switzerland passed the Banking Act. This act aimed to increase banking

capacity and increase foreign interest to invest in Swiss economy. Government established 

The Alpine Goat Investment Bank. Banks Headquarters are located in Bern. Government 

planned to develop this bank for the first 15 years and then put it on the stock market. Fox 

News commented that “This is a bold action taken by Swiss Government. Switzerland literally 

established a legal offshore bank for corrupted politicians.” European Union Financial 

Commission viewed this action as “Unnecessary and bold”.

On November 23 2027 King Mohammed bin Salman gave a speech to a TV channel; “Women 

are commanded to us by omnipotent Allah. Women are not slaves we need to leave our old 

school morals behind and give liberties to them. They should be able to wear what they want 

whenever they want.”. Western media viewed this speech as “An open gate for Secular Arabian

State”. Iran condemned this act of King Muhammed bin Selman by delivering the following 

speech “Saudi Arabia’s this action is against the only true religion,Its against Quran. King will 

burn in pits of hell. Kings obviously elaborating to western countries or shall I say sin centers. 

As Iran we need to be strong and last forever because these so-called other arab countries are 

spurning the mighty Allah’s kalam and book.”

On May 18 2028 China, Russia, Vietnam and Cambodia signed a treaty to develop the 
railway route between states. By improving railway signatories aimed to increase trade 
between states. Treaty envisioned that Russian Government will build the part within the 
Russian border; other parts will be built by Chinese companies. China agreed to build in 
CAmbodia and Vietnam in exchange Cambodia and Vietnam rented all their ports to 
China for the next 50 years.

On 26 July 2028 China and African countries signed an agreement. Terms of this agreement 

were never published but American Ministry of Foreign Affairs claimed that “African Countries 

agreed to let china search for new mines and rent their new founded underground



sources to China in exchange of chinese investments.”. On 16 August 2028 China sent a 
commision to african countries to search for new mines this strengthened these 
allegations. African countries rented these new mines by tenders. All tenders were held in 
Shanghai, China. Chinese investment and mining companies won all of the tenders. Some 
foreign investment makers and CEOs of Mining companies claimed that China did not give 
them visas to go and bid in tenders. All of these allegations are denied by Chinese 
Government and Embassies sent letters to every visa applicant who received rejection why
China rejected their visa application.
In July of 2028, German bureaucrat Hans Wanglerich went to Austria in order to attend a 
project introduction. After project introduction, while he was on the way to the airport, 
suddenly he was shooted by a sniper on his head. All cars stopped and bodyguards called 
the police. When policemen arrived they informed the International Security Unit. It caused 
a significant chaos, in the area policemen did not allow the journalists to enter. After 
German Security Unıt arrived, an autopsy was performed by a forensic expert from 
Germany. Also the forensic professionals from Austria were there to inspect the case. After 
the autopsy, forensic experts found incredible evidence. The bullet belonged to an 
American Rifle, which one only used by the United States Army. After this information, the 
cabinet of Germany had an emergency meeting and President Frank-Walter Steinmeier 
made a Press Release in a live broadcast. "We are deeply sorry for the recent event that 
happened in Austria. It's so hard to choose true words for a situation like that. Some clear 
points exist, but we will focus on this event. Also, we will make required research and this 
will be resorted to the jurisdiction. Herr Wanglerich was an honest bureaucrat and 
businessman. We will always remember him with his achievements, God bless his soul." He
said. After this statement, German Government declared a national mourning for three days
for the memory of Hans Wanglerich.
The President of the USA made a Press Release 5 hours later. "The proud soldiers of 
the USA don't do such an unproud action like that. We do not accept any responsibility 
and accusing."
While Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Israel was supporting US, Italy and France was opposed 
to US. The case was appealed to the İnternational Court of Justice by Germany. While the 
lawsuit was continuing, the Government of Germany cancelled economic treaties with the 
US, and they also left the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. Political relations between the
USA and Germany were interrupted. In June 17, Economy Ministers of France, Italy, Spain
and Germany had a meeting in capital city of Italy in order to create a new economic 
strategy programme.

In December 29, in the United Nations' conference which one held in Oslo, another political
crisis happened between delegates of Israel and Iran due to serious divergence about the 
Jerusalem conflict. It started a serious argument and the meeting adjourned rapidly. After 
this diplomatic conflict, confidence in the UN decreased.

On February 11, 2029 the Hans Wanglerich lawsuit resulted in innocence of the US. But 
according to Germany, evidences weren't enough, due to them claiming an extension for 
the case. It was accepted by judges, and the case started to continue.
On May 4, a United Nations' conference was held in Ankara, Turkey. But delegates of 

Israel, France, Germany and Iran didn't attend the conference. Al Jazeera wrote a news 

about it titled as "Fractures on UN."



On August 26, a military commission was sent to the USA by the United Kingdom. A little 

part of it was also open to the public. The minister of the commission answered 

journalists' questions. An alliance was built between the USA and the UK.

Chinese banks started to give loans to African countries with the Government's order. By 
giving credits to African countries, China put African countries in a position that they can 
only rely on China. Some Authorities from Africa thought this situation is dangerous for their 
economy and future. But there was another condition. Burglar gangs were a real threat. 
Being under control of an influential country had advantages due to these hazardous 
conditions. With this system not only China earned money and made effective investments, 
African countries could also develop.

But by this action China is considered as modern day colonisation by some nations. Later

these loans started to be excessive and turned into a debt crisis. Some African nations

lost their economic liberty to China by the end of December.

On April 2 2030, people of the United Kingdom were shocked because of unsettling news. 
Queen Elizabeth the Second died because of organ failure at the age of 104. Her death was 
announced by BBC News. British people shared lots of posts about the death of the Queen. 
Most of them commemorate their Queen with great respect. On April 3, Queen Elizabeth's 
funeral came true with a great organization. All royalty attended the funeral, also citizens 
brought flowers and cards to Queen Elizabeth. After the funeral, national mourning was 
declared for 1 week. All clubs, discos and entertainment sectors were stopped by 
authorities. End of the national mourning, Prince Charles became the King of the United 
Kingdom. Presidents of the USA, Israel and the King of Saudi Arabia sent a letter to King 
Charles in order to celebrate him.

On November 25, Prince Charles performed a speech on live broadcast to declare his future
law ideas and probable decisions. But after a couple of hours reactions started. The speech 
performed by Prince Charles, included some kind of offensive discourses towards to 
Scottish people. These discourses got many reactions online and in parliament. Next day 
after the speech scottish people around the United Kingdom hit the streets. Scottish people 
asked for independence and a reliable institution. Scottish people named these protests as 
Scottish Independence Movement. On November 27 King Charles made another speech but
his words offended more people and angered the Scottish people more. Prime minister gave
a speech to the BBC later that day asking King Charles to step back and leave the throne. 
Parliament held an emergency meeting in the following hours. The House of Commons 
concluded that the resignation of King Charles would be the best decision to calm Scottish 
people. On November 28 King Charles released a press release condemning the protests 
claiming them to be against the United Kingdom's solidarity and accusing the Prime Minister 
of discriminating against the Royal Family. Same day King Charles had the Prime Minister 
arrested by Lèse-majesté Law. This action of King Charles is considered as the turn point. 
Scottish Independence Movement got stronger everyday. On December 2 King Charles 
referred to protests as low quality Shakespeare play. Later that day King Charles declared a



state of emergency. On December 3 Scottish Independence Movement President 
established the Free State of Scottish People at Edinburgh. Scottish Independence 
Movement President said “Scotland is no longer tied to an old man nor his kingdom. 
Scottish people will live under the roof of their own country with honour. Our movement 
doesn't recognize old Scottish State and we ask them to leave all the institutions that belong
to Scottish people until December 7” in a speech he gave to the media. Later that day New 
prime minister of the United Kingdom appointed by King Charles declared that the United 
Kingdom does not Recognise the so-called Free State of Scottish People. A Scottish 
representative from the House of Commons declared her support to the movement after her 
speech she got arrested. The Republic of Ireland sent a delegation to Edinburgh and 
became the first country to recognise the Free State of Scottish People. King Charles 
ordered the military to open fire against protesters and this started armed conflicts. Scottish 
Independence Movement announced that head commision chose Lachlan MacGowan as 
President of Free State of Scottish People. Lachlan MacGowan ordered every Scottish 
person to go and defend their country against invaders. The Head Commision started 
soldier intake to Free State of Scottish People’s Army. Since the Old scottish Government 
had an army they based theirs on top of old. President Lachlan MacGowan Declared 
Dougles Moore as Chief of the Free State of Scottish People’s Army. Douglas Moore 
Ordered the Army to take over the remaining military quarters before the United Kingdom 
starts to send reinforcements. The Free State of Scottish People’s Army failed to take over 
Scotland. Meanwhile Northern Ireland Declared their own Independence movement. King 
Charles gave another speech on December 31 and said “these peasants are stabbing the 
english peoples back after years of care.”. These words of his angered the Scottish people 
evenmore. The House of Commons asked for his resignation to end this conflict. King 
Charles denied this request. Armed conflicts between Scottish people and the United 
Kingdom increased. The House of Commons held a top secret meeting on 6th of January. In
this meeting house concluded on having negotiations. Scotland Negotiations started on 
January 10 end lasted 3 months. During these months riots increased and Northern 
Irelanders joint protests and demanded to unify with Republic of Ireland. Press all round the 
world defined United Kingdom as invaders. Spain and Turkey published press releases 
condemning actions of the United Kingdom and asked King Charles to step back. Irish 
protesters suppresed by United Kingdom Military Forces. Many Northern Irelanders angered
against Republic of Ireland due to their lack of help. Turkey and Spain sent diplomatic letters
to the Free State of Scottish People and became one of the first countries to recognize the 
Free State of Scottish People . Meanwhile, the United States and Canada supported the 
United kingdom and declared that they see the Free State of Scottish People as a sepratist 
and terrorist group. Negotiations ended on April 28. Parties concluded on a new 
Independent Scottish state. King Charles rejected this and gave a speech about how the 
United Kingdom is un separatble. On April 30 King Charles was found dead on his bed. 
Autopsy showed that he died of old age or that's what the palace announced to the public. 
United Kingdom got into one month mourning period by dead of the King.On May 18 United 
Kingdom troops left the Free State of Scottish People once and for all.On June 14 Prince 
William of Wales had his coronation. On June 25th King William had his first Offseas trip to 
Canada as King of the United Kingdom. On August 23 The Free State of Scottish People 
held its first election and Scottish Independence Movement Party won. Current Map of Great
Britain;



Green: Republic Of Ireland
Red:United Kingdom
Blue: Free State of Scottish People

2031-2040

On 12 February 2031 Latvia and European Union signed a military treaty. Details of this 
treaty were never fully published. After the treaty European Union sent military equipment to
Latvia. On February 28 European Union gathered a military commision and sent it to Latvia.
Commision inspected Latvian Army and advised some innovations.



Chinese government passed a new act called “Increment of Chinese Investments at Continental
Africa” on 13 March 2031 . This act envisioned increment of chinese investments all over Africa 
by establishing new factories, finding new mines and developing current economic actions. This 
new act envisioned enlarging the countries China invests in. New countries that Chinese 
government started to invest are; Morocco and Western Sahara Territories, Mauritania, 
Senegal, Bissau, Guinea, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, Chad, South Sudan, Somalia, Equatorial 
Guinea, Gabon, Congo, DR Congo, Rwanda, Burundi, Angola, Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, 
Zimbabwe, Botswana. China and listed afrcian countries signed an agreement. By this 
agreement African Countries accepted the terms listed below;

1. African Signatories ports will be under chinese governments control
2. African countries will receive a 10% income from the chinese businesses.
3. Chinese Government will offer affordable loans to african countries.
4. Chinese government will encourage chinese companies to invest in africa.
5. China will encourage chinese companies to find new mines in african countries

a. The ownership of new founded mines will be China’s for the first 75 years
b. Chinese companies will operate Mines for the first 75 years.

6. African signatories will receive an advisory commision;
a. This commision will plan the development plan of the respective country.
b. This commision will control the trade of respective countries with 

other nations of the world.
c. 90% of the trade capacity of respective signatory must be reserved to China.
d. This commissions main duty is to control economic growth of respective

country
These are some key articles of agreement. Chinese Investments started on April 30th. 

China sent commissions on April 9

The map below shows the countries that China took their economic freedom

Red: China
Orange: First step countries
Green: Increment of Chinese Investments at Continental Africa signatories



On April 27, US and Turkey debated about a military alliance and the US promised that 
they will give 50 F-35s to Turkey in 2 months.
On August 15, the United States of America did not give the weapons that they promised to 
Turkey. It caused a conflict between the states. 4 months later, in a NATO conference, 
another conflict happened between the USA and Turkey. Turkey left the conference 
abruptly. On February 4, 2032 ISIS started to gain strength with the confidential help of the 
US on the borders of Syria-Turkey. Planes and helicopters of ISIS were seen in the borders 
of Syria-Turkey. It was a huge danger for both countries and Turkey took steps to stop it. 
Turkey activated S400s they purchased from Russia, but S400's and weapons of ISIS could
determine each other if they were used at the same time.
The US took pressure on Turkey and forced them to use inactive S400s. Also the US 
threatened Turkey with economic embargoes. Turkey couldn't get any help from the US, 
owing to this Turkey got help and weapons from Russian Federation. After that Turkey 
was banned from NATO.
After Turkey was banned from NATO, the value of the US dollar hit a peak. 1$=15₺

The Economy Minister of Turkey published a press release. "We will use another economy
plan and we are going to change our strategy about exportation and importation." he said. 
After this statement, the President of China called for Turkey and Russian Federation for a
meeting about economic development and growth. After the meeting, Republic of Turkey 
and Russian Federation declared that they will start to use Chinese Yuan in foregin 
market. With this action, Turkey made an important economic acceleration. Also Turkey 
and Iran made an alliance as strategic economic allies.
Opponent economists criticized this action a lot in Turkey, but on September 28 rates 

showed that Chinese Yuan based exportation was more profitable than US Dollar 

based one.With this significant change Republic of Turkey gained an important power.

On November 5, The US put an economic embargo on Iran. It showed that confident 
meetings between two countries couldn’t solve anything, otherwise it triggered another 
political crisis.Alliance between Iran and Turkey also triggered the conflict as well. After the
embargo, the President of Iran performed a really offensive speech on Iran’s National TV. 
It was considered as ‘’intimidation for the USA'’ by diplomats from the US. After this conflict
The US accelerated and enlarged their support for ISIS in the borders of Syria and Turkey.
At the same time, the war in Syria became harsh for both sides. Turkey’s Army entered the
area with national armies of Iran and Russia. Also the US sent back up forces unofficially. 
A bloody war started in Syria.
War continued until July of 2033, and the war brought about the victory of Syria with 
support of Iran, Turkey and Russia. ISIS left the area. On August 24, a reasonable 
constitution prepared by Syrian diplomats with the observation of Iran, Turkey and Russia.
On November 8, elections was made and Syrian Civil War finally ended officially. But Syria 
lost their economic, military and diplomatic powers due to the civil war. Turkish and Russian
companies started to purchase oil from Syria. Also these companies gave a part of their 
income to Syria. Military powers from Russia, Iran and Turkey provided security for this 
area for 2 years. After the war, relations between Turkey and Iran gained strength.



In 2034, important updates happened for the citizens of Saudi Arabia. On February 20, 
King Mohammed bin Selman started an Arab Reform. New cabinet members were open to 
innovations and ideas of King Mohammed bin Selman. In the world, King Mohammed bin 
Selman was known for his open-mindedness. Arab reform was aimed to approach modern 
world standards. Firstly, he rescinded execution and recm, he ended the protector system. 
(All females need a male protector at every age.)
On March 2, China established 20 technology factories in Japan. It was perceived as a 
new alliance by the world media.
In 2037, a United Nations conference was held in Vienna, participation rates were 
reasonable but China,Russia,Turkey, Spain,France, United Kingdom and Germany did not
attend the conference. Foreign Minister of Germany sent a private letter to Foreign 
Minister of Austria. ‘’As our strategic ally we believe that you do not consider our attitude in
an offensive way. We do not have any conflicts with Austria. We just do not approve of 
attending a partial conference as Germany.’’ said Foreign Minister of Germany.
Also Foreign Minister of China gave an interview and he stated the United Nations as 
useless. People from all around the world criticized China’s attitude on social media. 
But Russian government supported China with their explanations.
On September 21, Italy created a new special and high qualified army. Germany sent 
instructors to Italy and congratulated them. But Japan considered new army as 
‘’preparation to war.’’
In 2038 On November 10, King Mohammed bin Selman declared that they quitted sharia. 
Citizens’ reactions were not positive, but Mohammed bin Selman explained that this new 
system will result in the rise of Saudi Arabia. A commission established by the cabinet 
started to visit homes in order to educate the public about the new system. But reactions 
didn’t delay, President of Iran Hassan Rouhani accused King Mohammed bin Selman 
with profaneness. After this accusation on November 15, Iran's embassy in Saudi Arabia 
was closed by the initiative of King Selman.

Presidents of the United Kingdom and United States had a meeting on 15 January 2039 but
the details of this meeting were never published.On May 12, 2039 the United States and the
United Kingdom bribed the government in Egypt to take control of the Suez canal in an 
unofficial way. The UK and The United States made investments in Egypt and also bribed 
the feudal lords as well to get all control in the Suez Canal. In the end of July, the control of 
Suez Canal was completely passed to the US and the UK unofficially. Government hid this 
unofficial action to get more money and investments. After unofficial dominance of the US 
and the UK, European trade ships paided high transition taxes, brought up the rear in 
passing alignments and waited too long in the ports thanks to control of The United 
Kingdom and The US.
Gibraltar Bay was under control of Spain and ships of The US and UK could use this area 
with low taxes according to an agreement signed in COVID-20 process . It was created for 
mutual profits. On June 8, an accident happened on the Suez Canal. 16 Trade Ships of 
Italy were bombed by terrorist pirate groups. Fleet Forces of Egypt could not intervene to 
the accident owing to pressures of the US and the UK.
On July 26, wikileaks published a document which belongs to the US. Main topic in the 

document was the Suez Canal. The document explained bribery incidents, the attitude of 

Egypt government, forces of the UK and high taxes towards EU countries’ ships. After the 

publication of the document, Spain closed Gibraltar Bay to the US and their allies. Also



Germany and France closed their borders to all allies of the US. It caused one of the biggest
world crises in the world. World was on the edge of a grave war. But another major event 
happened in Libya. A fire started in the biggest chinese factory in Cambodia, workers could 
not escape because fire doors were locked in order to block escapings. 3500 people died in 
the fire, unfortunately it included children. An independent researching group went to the 
area so as to research the event. They found out that Chinese government forced workers 
and put pressure on them. Workers worked for 13 hours a day, their daily income was 8 
Chinese Yuans, they only had 2 breaks in a day and they did not even have employment 
insurance. Group of researchers also revealed that Chinese government was whitewashing 
worker deaths with bribes and pressure. The King of the United Kingdom called ICJ to judge
China, also Foreign Ministers of France and Spain prepared a document together in order to
encourage ICJ to judge China and for raising public awareness. The actions made by China
were a huge violation of human rights, but it wasn't fresh information. States just noticed 
that China gained an amazing power.

On 7 December 2039 Ukraine Ministry of Defense sent troops to Russian occupied Crimea. 
Russia got a great hit at Crimea by this surprise attack. Ukrainian Army occupied whole 
Crimean Peninsula under a day. Ukrainian Minister of Defense Andery Haresmanky 
announced this attack on his twitter account then gave a speech to BBC International. 
Minister said “We successfully regained the land Russia stole from us.” . Russia kept his 
silence for the next 36 Hours. On December 8ths early hours Russian troops approached 
Ukranian-Russian border. By 4.50 at morning Russian troops reached Ukraninan border, 
Russian Air Forces deployed at most strategic points; Rostov-na-Donu, Taganrog, 
Krasnodar, Novorossiysk, Bolschoy, Sohum, Volgograd, Voronej, Belgorod , Russian Sea 
Forces deployed at following ports; Yeysk, Sohum, Novorossiysk, Taganrog, Rostov-na-
Donu. By five o’clock Russian military forces fired cannons, Air Forces took control over the 
Black Sea, Sea forces left the ports and started canonary to Ukrainan seashore. Russian air 
forces targeted the strategic points for Ukranian; bombed ports and air bases. By this 
surprise attack Ukranian side got bewildered. Ukraninan Ministry of Defense ordered fire by 
6 o’clock due to lack of organisation within military. Russian military forces continued their 
attacks until 11 p.m. . World press defined this act of Russia as an exaggerated response to 
Ukraine and condemned Russia. By 23.00 the United States requested Turkey’s approval 
for American Navy to pass bosporus. Turkey rejected this request after a military meeting. 
The United States condemned both Turkey and Russia for being barbaric and Invasive. Next
day by 5 am Russia started fire against Ukrainan front. Russian troops stepped into Kiev by 
noon. Russian troops took over the city by 21.00. Every governmental building was taken by 
22.00. Ukraninan President declared their surrender to Russia from his shelter by the 
National TV. Russian President gave a speech to Russian National TV after Ukraine’s 
surrender. President said “Nobody can invade russia. Nobody can kill a Russian soldier. If 
they do, they pay the price. This is the long awaited answer to Crimean invasion of Ukraine” 
Russia took full control over the Ukranian territory by next day

On December 10 Moldovian president defined Ukranian Invasion barbaric and said “Moldova is 

ready for any kind of attack these stupid russians believe that they can do anything they want but

they dont know moldovian people’s strenght. We lived through Soviet era we can do anything”. 

On December 11ths early hours Russian troops approached Ukranian-Russian border. By 5.00 

at morning Russian troops reached Ukraninan border, Russian Air Forces deployed at strategic 

points; Izmail, Odessa, Uman, Hmelnitski . By 6.00 Russian military



forces fired cannons, and the Air Forces took off. Air forces took control of the Moldovian air 
site by 6.30 . Russian air forces targeted the strategic points; air and military bases. By this 
surprise attack Moldovian took by surprise. The Moldovian side started defense fire 
immediately and asked Romania for help . Romanian reinforcements arrived by 11.00. 
Russian side stepped into the capital by the next morning at 10.00 . Russia took over 
Moldovian governmental institutions by 11.00. Russian President announced the invasion of
Moldova on National TV by 12.00. Russian Cabinet had a meeting to discuss whether to 
attack Romania for their help or not. Cabinet agreed on attacking. in the following hours 
Russia sent a delegation to Ankara. Delegation and Turkey signed a nonaggression treaty 
in exchange for Turkey's help.

Russian military rested for 2 full days. This made Romania believe that they are safe. In this

2 day period russian navy and air forces deployed to Turkey.

On December 14 Russian reached the Romanian border by 5.00.By 5.10 Russian air forces 
took off from Turkey and occupied territories, and took control of the Romanian air site by

6.00. Russian Sea forces left ports by 4.00 and started to bomb Romanian seashore by 6.00
Russian troops started fire against Romanian front by 6.00. By the end of first day russian 
troops approached the capital of romania. Next day by 6.00 russia started a fire. Russian 
troops stepped to Bucherest by the third day. Russian President announced the invasion of 
Romania by the end of the third day. Russia took full control over the romanian territory by 
the next day. Meanwhile Turkey sent a delegation to Albania. Delegation and Albanian side 
signed a nonaggression treaty in exchange;

1) Turkey will reserve 80% of Albanian Export capacity and 100% of Import Capacity.
2) Albania will let Turkey and Russia use Albainan Ports, Attack from Albanian Front.

On December 14 Russia, China and Turkey signed a treaty. Details of the Treaty were 

never published.

On December 17 Russian and Turkish troops reached Greek and Bulgarian border from the 
listed fronts; Albanian Front, Turkish Front, Romanian Front. Russian and Turkish air forces 
deployed to listed air bases; Izmir, Istanbul, Edirne, Muğla, kırklareli, Çanakkale, Marmaris, 
Ergiri, Libohova, Craiova. Russian and Turkish sea forces deployed to strategic ports by 
3.00. Chinese navy unberthed from the navy yard located at Algeria and Libya by 23.00 
December 16 and reached to turkish shores by 4.00. Chinese air fleet arrived to Turkish and
Russian air bases by 5.10. One of the Chinese planes crossed to Greek Air Site. Greek side
opened fire against the chinese plane at 4.58. Turkish and Russian Air Forces took off from 
the air bases by 5.00 and took over the Greek and Bulgarian air sites. Russian and Turkish 
sea forces unberthed from portes by 4.59 and started attaching greek and bulgarian 
seashore by 5.20. Russian and Turkish troops started fire against Bulgarian and Greek 
fronts at 5.00. Russian and Turkish troops took control of 36% of Greek and 40% of 
Bulgarian territories by the end of the day. By the end of the next day Russian and Turkish 
troops took over Greece and Bulgaria. Turkish president announced this news by saying 
“My beloved citizens, We will Celebrate May 19 at Selanik, at Atatürks House, at our 
homeland!”. On December 19 Turkey took over the Greek Cyprus.



Current Map of Balkans;

Red: Russia
Orange: Russian Occupied Territories

Purple: Albania
Dark Blue: Turkey
Blue: Turkish occupied territories



On December 20 Estonia requested a meeting with the United States due to Russian

aggression  against  post-soviet  countries.  Two  parties  had  a  meeting  on  26th.

Meeting resulted in a military agreement.

In 2040, political relations were totally strained. China and Russia were creating a common
army with the support of Turkey and Iran. This army was a secret. Also Japanese 
Government provided high technology weapons to the new army. The United Kingdom 
was trying to get back colonial areas with the help of the US and Israel. But China 
spreaded these areas too much. The Governments of Canada, USA, and UK had a 
special private meeting in order to get colonial areas from China.
Also Germany, France, Italy and Spain started to make common military investments 
and also created a common embargo system towards the US and UK because of the 
Suez Canal crisis.
On April 13, Presidents and Foreign Ministers of Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway 
and Finland met in Gothenburg so as to consider current political relations between 
countries. Most of the countries who had a political, military or economic crisis, generally did
not attend any kind of United Nations conferences. So, nations were not united anymore. 
That could cause a grave war. To prevent this, Presidents of Sweden,Switzerland, 
Denmark, Finland and Norway wrote special Letters to world countries to get together in a 
Security Council. Due to these countries’ neutrality, countries accepted to attend the 
conference. The conference will be held in Helsinki on June 11-13.



QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

1) How to end conflict between Ireland and the United Kingdom?
2) How to solve citizenship problems between Quebec and Canada
3) How to make provision for China’s actions against human rights?
4) How to solve the UN crisis?
5) How to provide security in the Suez Canal?
6) How to create a peaceful negotiation atmosphere?
7) How to end China’s invasive actions and colonizations in Africa?
8) How to conclude the Wangerlich case?
9) How to end Russian and Turkish occupations on the Balkans?
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